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FA 587  FUNK, Jesse Trusdale, 1912-2001 - Reminiscences
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

FA    FUNK, Jesse Trusdale,                   1990-2001
587    1912-2001 - Reminiscences

Doctor Jesse Trusdale Funk outlines his
genealogy and recalls family history and his
personal history from childhood through retirement.
Funk also details his experiences as a medical student
at Vanderbilt University Medical School and his fifty-five
years of medical practice in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Includes transcription.

1 folder.  7 items.  Originals, cassette tapes.
SC2012.180.1; SC2013.87.1&4

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Clagett, John Henry, b. 1916
Genealogy – Funk family
Genealogy – Garvin family
Genealogy – Hatcher family
Genealogy – McAfee family
Hunting
Medicine, Rural
Physicians – Bowling Green
Vanderbilt University Medical School – Nashville, Tennessee
Warren County Hardware Company – Bowling Green
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